
Backpack for MacBook Pro and 15" notebooks. It's handy and safe, available in different trendy colors. Thanks to its characteristic

shape, it can become a functional shoulder bag in only two moves. Gain access to the padded compartment for laptop, with velcro

fastening, through the "L" shaped central opening. Inside this backpack for MacBook Pro 15" and notebook, there's a tablet and iPad

pocket which is ideal to carry your device safely. Outside, there's a pocket with an original double zip : vertical and horizontal. That's

really useful when Abile turns into a travelling bag. Indeed, this backpack for laptop and MacBook 15" is perfect both for work and for

your weekends out of town. It can be used as a shoulder bag or handbag: after tucking the backpack straps into the dedicated back

pocket, you can hang the shoulder strap to the two lateral hooks or use the comfortable handle to carry your MacBook 15" or your

notebook by a single hand.

Material:

Backpack made in strong nylon●

Padded inner laptop compartment●

Tablet or iPad pocket●

Can be turned into a bag thanks to hidden shoulder straps and two●

dedicated hooks
Wide front pocket with vertical and horizontal zipped opening●

Padded back panel and shoulder straps●

Weight

External Size (cm)45 x 28,5 x 9,5

Suggested device size (cm)34 x 26 x 3,5
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Abile
backpack for MacBook Pro 15" and 15"
notebooks

DESIGNED FOR: Notebook 15'', Macbook Pro 15'', MacBook Pro 15” with Retina

display, Ultrabook 15"

COLOR:      

PRICE : € 69.90

Go to the product page >
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http://www.tucano.com/en/backpack-for-macbook-pro-15-and-15-notebooks-abile.html?color=fuchsia

